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 1.   INTRODUCTION  

 

The Board of Directors (hereinafter referred to as BoD) of Attica Bank (herein referred to as 

“Attica Bank”, “the Company” or “the Bank”) has established a Corporate Governance Code, 

which defines the framework and guidelines for the governance of Attica Bank and is 

reviewed by the Board, where and when is required), with the support of the Committee for 

Corporate Governance, BoD Candidate Members Nomination and Remunerations.  

Corporate Governance is defined as the management and control system of the Company 

and the companies of the Group, with the aim of aligning the long-term interests of the 

Company with the interests of the Shareholders and other Interested Parties and aims to 

promote the corporate interest and strengthen the competitiveness of the Company.  

The codification of corporate governance principles aims to facilitate their implementation 

and at the same time enhance transparency and improve the competitiveness.  

Attica Bank shall implement the following basic principles of corporate governance:  

- The BoD shall be formed and operate in such a way as to take decisions in a 

transparent, reliable and consistent manner. 

-  Equal and fair treatment of all Shareholders and protection of their interests. 

-  Efforts shall be made to prevent situations that lead to internal or external conflicts of 

interest. 

-  Separation of duties. 

The Code shall be posted on the website of Attica Bank following its approval by the BoD of 

Attica Bank. In its review, Attica Bank takes into account the current regulatory framework, 

which includes: 

1. the Company’s Articles of Association, 

2. the current legislation on limited companies (Law 4548/2018) 

3. the current legislation on corporate governance (Law 3016/2002, 4706/2020) 

4. the current legislation on credit institutions (Law 4261/2014 on “ Access to the activity 

of credit institutions and preventive supervision of credit institutions and investment 

companies (incorporation of Directive 2013/36/EU), abolishing Law 3601/2007, and 

other provisions”). 

5. the current regulatory framework (such as the Decision No. 2/905/3.3.2021 of the 

Hellenic Capital Market Commission), 

6. the best international corporate governance practices as reflected in the current 

Hellenic Corporate Governance Code of the Hellenic Corporate Governance Council, 
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The Code and its annex, which shall be considered an integral part thereof, is an internal 

document of Attica Bank and functions in a manner supplementary to the provisions of its 

Articles of Association, which are, in terms of hierarchy, the most significant regulation of 

Attica Bank.  

The main objectives of the Code are the following: 

1. the continuous compliance of Attica Bank with the legislative and regulatory 

provisions governing its organization and operation, as well as its activities; 

2. the establishment of a framework for Attica Bank to self-regulate, by setting out rules 

binding for the administration, its executives and staff. Such rules shall be 

supplementary to the provisions of the applicable regulatory framework and they shall 

be set out with the aim of strengthening the proper and responsible management and 

operation of Attica Bank; 

3. ensuring the transparency, integrity, functionality and effectiveness of the existing 

corporate governance and internal control system of Attica Bank; and 

4. boosting the confidence of domestic and foreign investors, shareholders, employees 

and customers towards Attica Bank. 

The BoD recognizes that it bears the general responsibility for the management and control 

of Attica Bank, including the responsibility for developing a strategy and ensuring balance 

in risk-taking. In this context, it bears the primary responsibility for making strategic 

decisions to ensure an appropriate control environment that includes assigning powers and 

responsibilities to the appropriate levels within the organization. 

In the context of improving and standardizing the activity of Attica Bank, and in order to lay 

down coded responsibilities in order to enhance transparency, the Chart of Authorities has 

been prepared.  

The Chart of Authorities lays down the work/functions that require approval and sets out 

in detail the stages of presentation and approval, the roles or the Bodies/Committees 

involved, as well as the relevant documents from which the relevant authorizations arise. 

  

-  Accountability to the BoD and the Shareholders. 

When performing its duties, the BoD shall be accountable to the Shareholders of Attica Bank 

and shall also ensure that Attica Bank is fully accountable to the Supervisory Authorities in 

any area requiring regulatory oversight and supervision. The BoD shall make Attica Bank 

Senior Executives responsible for the assigned duties and for the responsibilities assigned to 
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them, including the day-to-day management of operations. 

Accountability shall be based on a rigorous evaluation of performance at all levels. It shall 

govern all the decisions made about all human resources, support the risk management 

system and build the internal control framework on the basis of the three lines of defense, 

namely the business Units and the operational Units, the risk management and compliance 

functions and the internal control function. The Staff Regulations describe in detail the 

framework governing the monitoring of the existence of any disciplinary offenses and the 

procedure for imposing disciplinary penalties. 

- Personal Data. 

 Attica Bank takes the appropriate measures to protect and ensure the personal data 

that it collects, in accordance with the provisions of the Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of 

the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 for the protection of 

individuals against processing of personal data and for the free circulat ion of this data 

and the repeal of Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation) and the 

provisions of the relative Greek legislation, (currently  Law 4624/2019, as in force.  

In this context, Attica Bank has established and implements policies and procedures in which the 

fundamental principles and actions for the lawful processing of the personal data, that are collected, are 

recorded.  

Additionally, Attica Bank informs the data subjects about the processing of the personal data, in 

which it proceeds, pursuant to Articles 13 and 14 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 and these updates 

are constantly posted and updated on its corporate website, at the electronic address 

https://www.atticabank.gr/el/gdpr-kanonismos-prostasias-dedomenon. 

Attica Bank believes that long-term success and enhancing its value are intertwined with the 

development and prosperity of the society in which it operates. For this reason, among others, it strives 

for the adoption and implementation of an  

 

 

appropriate corporate social responsibility program, in order to contribute to the proper functioning of 

the market and to the establishment of the Shareholders’ trust. 

It is noted that this document does not make exhaustive reference to the principles, policies 

and procedures applied by Attica Bank under the applicable legislative and regulatory 

provisions which are specified in the relevant texts in force within Attica Bank. 

https://www.atticabank.gr/el/gdpr-kanonismos-prostasias-dedomenon
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The Corporate Governance Code is in accordance with the Hellenic Corporate Governance 

Code of 2021 of the Hellenic Corporate Governance Council. 

 

 2.   CORPORATE GOVERNANCE  

 2.1. Shareholders – General Meeting  

The General Assembly of Shareholders is the supreme body of the Group and is responsible, inter alia, 

for electing the members of the Board of Directors. The procedures and rules regarding the convening 

of, participation and decision-making in the General Meeting, as well as its responsibilities, are 

regulated in detail by the provisions of its Articles of Association 

(https://www.atticabank.gr/el/group/attica-bank/history-profile), as amended and in force, and of Law 

4548/2018. 

 

The General Meeting shall be the only body competent to 

decide on the following: 

1. amendments to the Articles of Association, including any increases, regular or 

extraordinary, or decreases in the Bank’s share capital; 

2. The election or replacement of members of the BoD and auditors, except in the case 

of Article 18(1) of the Articles of Association on the election of members of the BoD 

to replace resigned, deceased or absent ones in any other way;  

3. the approval of the company’s annual and consolidated financial statements; 

4. the allocation of annual profits; 

5. merging, splitting, transforming, reviving, extending the duration of or dissolving 

the Company; 

6. the appointment of liquidators;  

7. the approval of payments or advance payments of fees; 

8.  the approval of remuneration policy and remuneration reports; 

9.  the approval of the overall management, and relieving auditors; and 

10. any other matter provided for in the Articles of Association. 

 

Regarding the rights of shareholders in the General Meetings of Attica Bank, the 

provisions of Articles 124, 127 and 128 of Law 4548/2018 shall apply, in combination 

with the provisions of the Articles of Association. 

 

2.2. Board of Directors 

https://www.atticabank.gr/el/group/attica-bank/history-profile
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2.2.1 Role and responsibilities of the Board of Directors 
According to the Articles of Association, the BoD is competent to decide on any act relating to the 

management of the company, the management of its property and, generally, the pursuit of corporate 

objects, with the exception of matters which, by an express provision of the Law or the Articles of 

Association, fall within the competence of the General Meeting. 

Indicatively, the BoD acts collectively and manages the company, approves and supervises the 

implementation of its strategic objectives, the risk management and the internal governance of the 

Bank. It ensures the completeness and efficiency of the accounting and financial reports, including 

financial and operational controls, the effectiveness of the internal control and risk management 

systems, as well as the consistent compliance of the company with the current legal and regulatory 

framework. It reviews the Corporate Governance Code, the Code of Ethics and the corporate social 

responsibility, monitors and evaluates periodically every three (3) financial years the effectiveness of 

the Bank’s corporate governance arrangements and takes appropriate actions to address any 

deficiencies. It drafts the Regulations of the Bank, as well as the BoD Regulations and its Committees, 

approves the Internal Audit Regulations and the annual internal audit program, approves the policy for 

the nomination of candidate members of the BoD and the policy for the evaluation of the BoD. It, also, 

approves the policy of selection for appointment and placement in senior positions of the company, the 

proposals of the Nomination Committee, as well as any changes in the composition of the BoD. It 

establishes the remuneration policy, approves the remuneration of the Chairman and the other non-

executive members of the BoD, submits proposal to the General Meeting for the approval of the 

external auditors, approves the policy for intra-group relations between the company and the companies 

of its Group, the policy for conflicts of interest with related borrowers, establishes branches, offices, 

agencies or other units of transaction in Greece or abroad, convenes the ordinary and extraordinary 

General Meetings, determining the items of their agenda, prepares the annual consolidated financial 

statements, and the annual budget.  

Furthermore, the BoD is collectively responsible for defining the corporate values and setting the 

strategic objectives and the Business Plan of the Bank and the Group, the supervision of the senior 

and higher management executives, as well as for the adequate and effective control in order to 

defend the general corporate interests, align the values and strategic planning with corporate culture 

and the achievement of maximum long-term value under the law. 

The BoD immediately after its election by the General Meeting, convenes, is constituted and elects by 

secret voting among its members, the Chairman, the Vice-Chairman, the Managing Director and/or the 

Representative Director/s and any of their Deputies.  

The BoD defines and/or delimits the responsibilities of the Chief Executive Offices and their Deputies, 

in accordance with the provisions of the BoD Regulations. 

The members of the BoD and every third person, to whom powers have been assigned by 

it, according to the Articles of Association, should in the exercise of their duties and 
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responsibilities abide by the law, the Articles of Association and the lawful decisions of the 

General Meeting. They should manage the corporate affairs in order to promote the 

corporate interest, to supervise the execution of the decisions of the BoD and the General 

Meeting and to inform the other members of the BoD for corporate affairs.  

 

2.2.2. Size of the Board of Directors 

According to the Articles of Association, the Bank is governed by the BoD, which consists of seven 

(7) until fifteen (15) members, who are elected by the General Meeting of Shareholders by voting and 

by an absolute majority. The term of office of the BoD is three years, but can not exceed six (6) years. 

If the appointment or elections of a member or members takes place for a period exceeding the 

maximum term of office, as defined in the preceding section, shall apply for that maximum term. 

Exceptionally, the term of the BoD is extended until the expiration of the deadline, within which the 

next Ordinary General Meeting should convene and until the relevant decision is taken.  

The size and composition of the BoD reflect the size, scope and complexity of the activities and the 

shareholder structure of the Bank, in accordance with the provisions of the Policy of Suitability and 

Promotion of Candidate BoD Members. 

The composition of the BoD reflects the knowledge, skills and experience required to exercise its 

responsibilities, in accordance with the Bank’s business model and strategy. 

The General Meeting in its meeting on 02-09-2020 elected eleven (11) BoD members. At this stage 

the BoD consists of nine (9) members, of which one (1) is executive, eight (8) non-executive, of which 

four (4) are independent. 

The Articles-of Association of Attica Bank, in particular the Article 13 thereof 

(https://www.atticabank.gr/el/group/attica-bank/history-profile), sets out in detail the term of the BoD. 

2.2.3. Composition of the Board of Directors 

The Bank has a Policy of Suitability and Promotion of Candidate BoD Members, which is approved 

by the Board of Directors and includes the provision of diversity criteria for the selection of BoD 

members. 

The composition of the BoD reflects the knowledge, skills and experience required to exercise its 

responsibilities, in accordance with the Bank’s business model and strategy, as defined in the above 

Policy. 

The independent non-executive members are elected by the General Meetings or appointed by the BoD, 

according to par. 4 of Article 9 of Law no. 4706/2020, and during their term of office should meet all 

the formal criteria of independence that are also defines in article 9 of Law 4706/2020 (as in force), 

they are no less than (1/3) of the total of its members and in any case are not less than (2). If a fraction 

occurs, it is rounded to the nearest whole number.  
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Based on the composition of the BoD of Attica Bank on the date of amendment hereof, by 

non-executive members of the BoD of Attica Bank four (4) are independent, in the definition 

of the Law.  

 

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors 

The Articles of Association of Attica Bank, in particular Articles 20 and 21 thereof 

(https://www.atticabank.gr/el/group/attica-bank/history-profile), set out in detail the 

responsibilities of the BoD.  

In addition, pursuant to Article 80 of Law 4261/2014, the BoD of Attica Bank:  

1. bears the overall responsibility for the management and operation of the institution, and 

shall approve and oversee the implementation of its strategic objectives, risk strategy and 

internal governance;  

2. ensures the integrity of accounting and financial reporting systems, including financial 

and operational controls and compliance with the law and related standards; 

3. oversees the process of statutory disclosures and announcements; 

4. is responsible for the effective supervision of senior executives, i.e. the natural persons 

who perform executive duties in Attica Bank and who are responsible, and accountable to 

the BoD, for the day-to-day management of the Bank. 

5. monitors and evaluates periodically the effectiveness of the institution’s corporate 

governance arrangements and takes appropriate action to address any shortcomings. 

By decision of the BoD, an executive committee may be set up and certain powers or duties 

of the Board of Directors may be assigned to it. In this case, the composition, 

responsibilities, duties and manner of decision-making of the executive committee, as well 

as any matters relating to its operation, shall be governed by the decision of the BoD 

regarding its composition. 

 

Selection Criteria of BoD Members  

The selection criteria of the BoD members are included in the current Board Membership 

Policy and include indicatively the educational and professional background, skills, 

knowledge and experience, adequate representation by gender in a percentage that is not less 

than provided by law on the total of the BoD members, and other elements of individual and 

collective suitability as defined in detail in the Policy of Suitability and Promotion of 

Candidate BoD Members.  

It is pointed that the Bank has adopted the diversity policy to meet the legal quantitative 
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representation targets, ensuring equal treatment and equal opportunities between the 

genders and ensures that there is no exclusion due to discrimination based on gender, race, 

color, ethnic or social origin, religion or belief, property, birth, disability, age or sexual 

orientation (diversity criteria).  

Furthermore, the selection criteria of BoD members ensure that the BoD, collectively, can 

understand and manage issues related to the environment, social responsibility and 

governance (ESG), within the frameworks of the strategy it formulates. These criteria ensure 

that the BoD members may devote sufficient time to the execution of their duties and place 

restriction on the number of positions held as BoD members of a company in others, 

unrelated limited companies. 

The BoD members may not hold more than one of the following combination of positions on BoD at 

the same time (a) a position of executive member of the BoD and (b) four non-executive positions of 

BoD members. 

 

Responsibilities of Executive, Non-executive and Independent BoD Members 

The BoD Regulations of Attica Bank defines in detail its responsibilities of its executive, non-executive 

and independent non-executive members. 

Executive BoD members: The executive BoD members, in particular: a) are responsible for the 

implementation of the strategy determines by the BoD and b) regularly consult with non-executive 

BoD members on the appropriateness of the strategy being implemented. 

In existing crisis or risk situation, as well as when circumstances necessitate actions to be taken, which 

are reasonably expected to have a material impact on the Bank, such as when decisions are to be made 

regarding the development of the business activity and the risks undertaken, which are expected to 

affect the financial situation of the Bank, the executive members inform the BoD in writing 

immediately, either jointly or separately, submitting a relevant report with their assessments and 

proposals. 

Non-executive BoD members: The non-executive BoD members, including the independent non-

executive members, have, in particular, the following obligations:  

a) Monitor and examine the Bank’s strategy and its implementation, as well as the achievement of its 

objectives.  

b) Ensure effective oversight of executive members, including monitoring and control of their 

performance.  

c) Examine and express views on the proposals submitted by the executive members, based on existing 

information. 

A non-executive BoD member is dependent if they have been a member of the BoD of the Bank or its 

affiliated company for more than nine (9) financial years cumulatively at the time of their election. 
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Independent non-executive: According to the BoD Regulations, a non-executive BoD member is 

considered independent if, by definition and during its term of office, it does not directly or indirectly 

hold a percentage of voting rights greater than zero party five percent (0.5%) of the share capital of the 

Bank and is free from financial, business, family or other kind of dependent relationships, which can 

influence their decisions. 

 

Operation of the BoD 

In article 6 of BoD Regulations and in article 15 of the Articles of Association of Attica Bank 

(https://www.atticabank.gr/el/group/attica-bank/history-profile) detail the issues relating to the 

operation of the BoD.  

Also, according to article 7 of the BoD Regulations:  

• In the meetings of BoD, which have as their subject the drawing up of the financial statements, 

or whose agenda includes issues for the approval of which the General Meeting must decide with 

increased quorum and majority, according to Law 4548/2018, the BoD is in quorum when at least two 

(2) independent non-executive members are present.  

• In case of unjustified absence of an independent member in at least two (2) consecutive 

meetings of the BoD, this member is considered resigned. This resignation is established by a decision 

of the BoD, which replaces the member, in accordance with the procedure of article 9(4). 

• In the meetings of BoD, whose agenda includes issues for the approval of which the General 

Meeting must decide with increased quorum and majority, according to Law 4548/2018, all BoD 

members participate in person or are represented. 

In any case, the BoD members ensure that they do not abstain from BoD meetings without a substantive 

reason. 

 

2.2.4. Succession of the Board of Directors 

The Bank has a framework for filling positions and succession of the BoD members, in order to identify 

the needs for filling positions or replacement and to ensure the smooth succession of the management 

and the achievement of the company’s goal. This framework is defines in detail in the Succession 

planning policy for the members of the Board of Directors and the top executives. 

 

2.2.5 Remuneration and Compensation of the Members of the Board of 

Directors 

In the article 14 of the BoD Regulations and in Article 19 of the Articles of Association of Attica 

Bank (https://www.atticabank.gr/el/group/attica-bank/history-profile) detail the issues relating to all 

kinds of remunerations paid by Attica Bank to the members of the BoD. 

It is noted that there is a Remuneration Policy for the Members of the Board of Directors, 

https://www.atticabank.gr/el/group/attica-bank/history-profile
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which was approved by the Ordinary General Meeting of 22.07.2019. 

 

2.2.6. Chairman of the Board of Directors 

The BoD elects from among its members the chairman and the deputy chairman. In the 

absence of the chairman or deputy chairman, the shareholder with the largest number of 

voting shares may act temporarily as chairman.  

According to the provisions of the BoD Regulations, the Chairman of the BoD is a non-

executive member, while in case the Chairman of the BoD will exercise at the same time 

the duties of the Managing Director, is required a special approval from the Bank of Greece 

or the Exchange Commission and are applicable to the other provisions of Law 4706/2020. 

The responsibilities of the Chairman are defined in detail in the article 10 of the BoD 

Regulations and in article 14 of the Articles of Association. 

 

2.2.7. Corporate Secretary 

The BoD is supported by a competent, qualifies and experiences corporate secretary to 

comply with internal procedures and policies, relevant laws and regulations and to operate 

effectively and efficiently. 

The corporate secretary is responsible, in consultation with the Chairman, for ensuring 

immediate, clear and complete information of the BoD, the inclusion of new members, the 

organization of General Meetings, the facilitation of shareholder’s communication with the 

BoD and the communication of the BoD with the top executives. 

 

2.2.8. Evaluation of the Board of Directors/the Chief Executive Officer  

The Bank has an evaluation framework for the BoD members, which is defined in detail in the 

Evaluation Policy of the Board of Directors and Committees and in the performance evaluation policy 

of the Chief Executive Officer and the senior executives.  

 

2.3. Committees of the Board of Directors 

The Board of Directors shall be assisted in its work by Committees to which it may delegate 

responsibilities regarding the Internal Audit System, clearly identifying their duties, composition and 

operating procedures, and always ensuring their internal coherence, complementarity and 

coordination. The Board of Directors has set up the following committees1: 

1. BoD Candidate Members Nomination Committee. 

 
1 The duties, responsibilities and operation of the BoD Committees shall be included in the Rules of Operation of the 

respective Committee, as approved by the BoD of Attica Bank. 
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2. Risk Management Committee. 

Moreover, it shall also be supported in its work by the Audit Committee, whose members are elected 

by the General Meeting of Shareholders. 

 All committees shall inform the BoD about their activities, by submitting reports to it. 

2.3.1. AUDIT COMMITTEE 

In accordance with the Rules of Operation of the Audit Committee (the update thereon was approved 

on 13/07/2020 by the BoD of Attica Bank), the purpose of the Committee is to assist the BoD in the 

performance of its duties in the area of developing and ensuring the operation of an adequate and 

effective Internal Audit System both at the level of Attica Bank and the Group and, in particular, to 

ensure: 

• the integrity of the financial statements of Attica Bank and the Group; 

• the independence of internal and external audits on Attica Bank and the Group; and 

• compliance with the legislative and regulatory framework, internal regulations and best practices 

to which Attica Bank and the Group are subject. 

The Committee’s Rules of Operation shall define the duties, responsibilities, functions, composition 

and term of office of the members of the Committee. 

 2.3.2.  COMMITTEE ON THE NOMINATION OF MEMBERS AND REMUNERATIONS  

According to the Regulations, the Committee on the Nomination of Members is composed of at least 

three (3) non-executive members of the BoD, who at least in their majority, including its Chairman, 

are independent non-executive members. The Committee’s Chairman and its members as well as the 

exact number of its members are appointed and determined, respectively, by decision the Bank’s Board 

of Directors.   

The main responsibilities of the Committee are to provide a specialized and independent opinion on 

remuneration policies and their implementation and to ensure the effective alignment of staff 

remuneration with the risks incurred by the Bank in its overall operation and its capital and liquidity 

management. It is also responsible for identifying, nominating and submitting candidates for the BoD, 

and assessing the adequacy, efficiency and effectiveness of the BoD. 

The term of office of the members of the present committee coincides with the term of office of the 

BoD, with the possibility of its renewal. In any case and in accordance with the Articles of Association, 

the term of office of the members of the Committee may not exceed the six (6) years. 

The Committee’s Rules of Operation shall define the duties, responsibilities, functions, composition 

and term of office of the members of the Committee. 

2.3.3. RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
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In accordance with its Rules of Operation, which was updated by the BoD on 22.11.2018, the Risk 

Management Committee is responsible for carrying out the duties set out in these Rules of Operation 

in order to be able to adequately inform the BoD on all matters relating to the risk-taking strategy and 

the level of risk tolerance in carrying out its duties. The Risk Management Committee assists the Board 

of Directors with regard to the achievement of the following objectives:  

• compliance of the Group with the legal and regulatory framework governing risk management;  

• formulation of a strategy on undertaking of all kind of risks and asset management that 

responds to the Group’s business objectives and the adequacy of the resources available in 

technical means and personnel;  

• control of the adequacy, independence and effectiveness of the Group Risk Management Unit; 

and  

• ensuring that risk management is disclosed to all the Group’s business units and forms the 

basis for setting risk control limits.  

The composition, duration, decision-making process, tasks, responsibilities and operation of the 

Committee are defined in the Rules of Operation of the Committee.  

2.3.4. ADMINISTRATIVE BODY FOR DEFAULTS (D.O.K.) 

The D.O.K. was established under Act 42 of 30.5.2014 of the Executive Committee of the Bank 

of Greece, under Act 47 of 9.2.2015 of the Executive Committee of the Bank of Greece, and 

under Act 102 of 30.8.2016 of the Executive Committee of the Bank of Greece, and has, inter 

alia, the responsibilities described in those Acts. 

The D.O.K. cooperates with the Risk Management Unit for the mutual understanding and 

development of the appropriate methodologies regarding the assessment of the risks arising 

from each type of regulation and each default category, per portfolio. 

The Body’s Rules of Operation shall define the duties, responsibilities, functions, composition and 

term of office of the members of the Body. 

The ABD was abolished by Act 175/2/29.07.2020 of the Executive Committee of the Bank of Greece, 

which abolishes Act 42/30.05.2014. 

2.3.5. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE POLICIES  

Policy for Preventing Conflict of Interest between the members of the BoD and the chief executives 

of Attica Bank  

In the context of the various activities of Attica Bank and the plethora of services it provides 

to its customers (banking services, investment services, factoring services, leasing services, 
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etc.), conditions which create conflict of interest may arise once or periodically. 

With the Policy for Preventing Conflict of Interest between the members of the BoD and the 

chief executives of Attica Bank, the Bank shall take all necessary measures to maintain and 

implement effective organizational procedures within Attica Bank to identify, monitor and 

manage existing or potential conflicts of interest that may arise to the detriment of the 

interests of its customers, in accordance with the provisions of the applicable regulatory 

framework. 

In particular, the Policy defines how to control and manage actual or potential conflicts of 

interest among Attica Bank, the members of the BoD and senior executives, in accordance 

with the applicable framework (legislative, regulatory and supervisory) (inter alia, Laws 

4261/2014, 3016/2002, as in force, 4548/2018, Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of the European 

Parliament and of the Council, Act 2577/2006 of the Chief of the Bank of Greece and Decision 

281/2009 of the Committee for Banking and Credit Matters), and in accordance with the best 

international practices. 

Candidate Promotion Policy for Attica Bank Board Members 

The Policy of Suitability and Promotion of Candidate BoD Members sets the principles and 

criteria of suitability during the selection, replacement (including the case of filling any 

vacancies) and renewal of the term of office of the BoD members, in the context of the 

evaluation of individual and collective suitability and the framework of nomination of 

candidates and evaluation of its existing members.  

The policy is approved by the BoD of the Bank. Then it is submitted for approval to the 

General meeting of Shareholders and is published in the Bank’s website.  Its amendments 

are approved by the BoD and if they are essential, are submitted for approval to the General 

Meeting. The policy is reviewed at least annually, or ad-hoc in case of changes in the legal 

and regulatory framework, aiming to a potential update, if it is required. 

It is based on the applicable regulatory and regulatory obligations and takes into account the 

requirements established by the following texts, as applicable: 

(a) relevant provisions of Law 4261/2014, which transposed into Greek law Directive 

2013/36/EU (CRD IV), 

(b) the guidelines of the European Banking Authority (EBA) and European Securities and 

Markets Authority-ESMA) on the assessment of the suitability of members of the 

management body and key function holders (ΕΒΑ/GL/2012/06), and (EBA/GL/2017/12) 

and 

(c) the EBA’s guidelines on the internal governance of credit institutions 
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(EBA/GL/2017/11). 

(d) the article 3 of Law 4706/2020 (Government Gazette 136/A/17-7-2020) on “Corporate 

governance of public limited companies, modern capital market, incorporation into Greek 

legislation of Directive (EU) 2017/828 of European Parliament and the Council, measures for 

implementation of Regulation (EU) 2017/1131 and other provisions”.  

(e) the guidelines of the Exchange Commission for the Suitability Policy of article 3 of Law 

4706/2020 (Circular EC 60/18.09.2020). 

International corporate governance best practices have also been taken into account, 

including the BCBS Corporate governance principles for banks, July 2015.  

This Policy applies to the members of the BoD of Attica Bank elected by the competent 

collective bodies of Attica Bank (General Meeting or BoD), according to the provisions of the 

current legislation and the Articles of Association of Attica Bank, for the definition of which 

the regulatory provisions applicable each time are implemented during the time that said 

members participate in the BoD. 

According to the Policy, during the evaluation of suitability of the promotion and nomination od 

candidate members by the Committee for the Promotion of Candidate BoD Members and 

Remuneration, but also the individual and collective evaluation of BoD members, the Committee takes 

into account the criterion of adequate representation by gender according to Law. The adoption of the 

principle of diversity allows the expression of different perspectives that reflect the social and business 

environment in which the Bank operates and inspires confidence in the interested parties. It is noted 

that the Bank ensures that the diversity criteria apply beyond the BoD members and top and/or senior 

executives with specific gender representation goals, as well as timelines for achieving them. 

Policy for Persons with Special Relationship with Attica Bank - Affiliates 

The Policy for “Persons with special relationship with the Bank (affiliates)” records the rules 

applied by the Bank for the entities related to it directly or indirectly, as defined in the 

regulatory (legislative, regulatory, supervisory) framework and more specifically in Act 

2651/2012 of the Chief of the Bank of Greece and International Accounting Standards 24, as 

applicable. 

The purpose of the Policy is to clearly describe the criteria and the process of locating persons 

with a special relationship with the Bank.   

A detail record is made of the definition of persons with special relationship with the Bank, the 

process of locating them and the monitoring framework of their loans. The Policy applies to 

all contractual relationships that govern the Bank with the above persons. 

Policy and evaluation procedures of the Board of Directors & Committees 
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According to the Policy, the BoD, as a body, in the presence of all its Members, including the 

Chairman, annually evaluates its work during the twelve-month period by listing the criteria 

on the basis of which it was evaluated, any deficiencies found during its operation and the 

proposed remedial action to address identified weaknesses.  Every three years, the BoD may 

assign external consultants the overall evaluation of its work, taking care of the 

implementation of any proposed corrective actions to address the identified weaknesses.  

The individual evaluation of the members of the BoD concerns the performance of each member 

on an individual basis and the assessment of the contribution of each member to the effective 

operation and the overall performance of the BoD. 

Each BoD member is evaluated by the Chairman and all other BoD members. The Chairman of 

the BoD is evaluated by all other BoD members. 

The evaluation of the executive BoD members is carried out by non-executive 

members (without the presence of the other executive members) in a special meeting during 

which the performance of the executive members is discussed, according to a special procedure 

approved by the Committee for the Promotion of Candidate BoD Members and the BoD. 

 

Policy for evaluating the performance of the CEO and top executives 

The policy of evaluating the performance of the CEO and Senior Executive Officers includes the 

basic guidelines, which the BoD considers critical for the proper management of Attica Bank. 

Attica Bank’s goal is to ensure that the above guidelines apply and that they ensure 

transparency with regard to the evaluation of the CEO and Senior Executive Officers. 

 

Training and professional development policy for the members of the Board of Directors 

Although the Board of Directors is Attica Bank’s superior governing body, the participation of 

its members in training seminars is considered a necessary condition for them to be able to make 

a substantial contribution to its management. The training of the BoD members is also a basic 

condition for orderly corporate governance. 

The BoD provides an introductory training and professional development program for each 

new member, which will at least include presentations on: Risk Management, Business Planning 

and Budgeting, important Financial and Accounting issues, Regulatory Compliance and 

Corporate Governance, as well as the administrative structure of Attica Bank. The program may 

also include visits to Attica Bank stores and subsidiaries. 

 

Succession planning policy for the members of the Board of Directors and the top executives 
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Attica Bank recognizes the importance of the succession planning process to ensure the smooth 

running of the organization. There are specific positions in Attica Bank that are necessary for 

the development of its operations, both at this stage and in the future. It is therefore essential 

that these positions are filled by the most trained and capable associates, and that it is crucial 

that these positions be filled in a timely manner so that a power vacuum is not created. 

Therefore, Attica Bank has a Succession Planning Policy for the members of the Board of 

Directors and the Senior Executive Officers. 

 

Corporate Social Responsibility Policy of ATTICA BANK group 

Attica Bank recognizes the importance and impact that the implementation of responsible business 

practices has on society and understands the growing importance of its reputation and has set Corporate 

Social Responsibility as a key element of its business strategy. 

Attica Bank’s Social Responsibility is its practice with respect for the person and human values and 

principles with environmental, social and economic actions in the areas where it operates.  

Sustainability is determined by the impact of the company’s activities on the environment and the wider 

community and is measured by the non-financial factors related to the environment, social 

responsibility and governance (Environmental Social, Governance “ESG”), which are economically 

significant (essential) for the company and the collective interests of key stakeholders, such as 

employees, customers, suppliers, local communities and other key bodies. 

The BoD of the Bank and its subsidiaries apply as guide the Policy for the definition of these actions 

and the assignment of responsibilities, ensuring that the relevant actions are aligned with the interests 

of the shareholders. The BoD, also, engages and monitors executive management on issues related to 

new technologies and environmental issues. 

Through Corporate Social Responsibility, Attica Bank expresses its firm commitment to the goal of 

long-term sustainable development. The philosophy of Corporate Social Responsibility of the Attica 

Bank Group is to increase its positive impact and improve its performance in the fields of action on 

which Corporate Social Responsibility is built. 

3. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE BANK  

Organizational Structure 

The organizational structure of Attica Bank is in line with the current principles of the 

institutional framework, which governs the operation of credit institutions, and is structured 

in such a way as to meet the needs of the main operational sectors in which it operates. 

 

Main Management Committees 
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The Board of Directors, aiming at the most efficient and secure operation of Attica Bank, 

has decided to set up the following committees: 

- EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

The Executive Committee shall monitor and ensure the smooth and efficient operation of Attica Bank 

in implementing its strategy, business plan and budget, as approved by the BoD.  

- ASSETS-LIABILITIES MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE (ALCO) 

The Assets-Liabilities Management Committee establishes the policy of Attica Bank and the Group’s 

companies in matters concerning the structure, pricing and management of Assets and Liabilities, and 

sets out risk limits, taking into account the Bank’s strategy resulting from decisions of the competent 

governing bodies (BoD, Executive Committee), the applicable regulatory framework, corporate 

governance rules, current conditions in the money and capital markets, and the risk limits set by Attica 

Bank. It monitors their implementation and makes decisions on the necessary corrective and 

improvement measures.  

- IT COMMITTEE 

The IT Committee is the official body of Attica Bank and its purpose is to determine, prioritize, 

evaluate, approve the implementation of IT projects, supervise them based on Attica Bank’s strategy 

and objectives, carry out a central coordination of the execution of IT projects, supervise the proper 

and efficient operation of the infrastructure and the systems of Attica Bank and manage the operational 

risk arising from the IT systems. In addition, in the context of its responsibilities regarding approval, it 

is responsible for approving the costs relating to implementing IT projects or forwarding them to a 

higher approval level.  

- CREDIT COMMITTEE (APPROVAL TASK FORCE OF COMPANY CREDIT- 

LEVEL 1) 

The Approval Task Force of Company Credit - Level 1, in the context of the current approval process 

evaluates business credits, according to the limits and permissions set by the BoD of the Bank in the 

framework of the relevant Bank Regulations and Policies. The approval limits of the task force are 

reflected in the current Credit Regulation.  

- CREDIT COMMITTEE (APPROVAL TASK FORCE OF COMPANY CREDIT- 

LEVEL 2) 

The Approval Task Force of Company Credit - Level 2, in the context of the current approval process 

evaluates business credits, according to the limits and permissions set by the BoD of the Bank in the 

framework of the relevant Bank Regulations and Policies. The approval limits of the task force are 

reflected in the current Credit Regulation.   
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- CREDIT COMMITTEE (APPROVAL TASK FORCE OF COMPANY CREDIT- 

LEVEL 3) 

The Approval Task Force of Company Credit - Level 3, in the context of the current approval process 

evaluates business credits, according to the limits and permissions set by the BoD of the Bank in the 

framework of the relevant Bank Regulations and Policies. The approval limits of the task force are 

reflected in the current Credit Regulation.  

- CREDIT COMMITTEE (APPROVAL TASK FORCE OF COMPANY CREDIT- 

LEVEL 4) 

The Approval Task Force of Company Credit - Level 3, in the context of the current approval process 

evaluates business credits, according to the limits and permissions set by the BoD of the Bank in the 

framework of the relevant Bank Regulations and Policies. The approval limits of the task force are 

reflected in the current Credit Regulation.  

- CREDIT COMMITTEE (APPROVAL TASK FORCE OF COMPANY CREDIT- 

LEVEL 5) 

The Approval Task Force of Company Credit - Level 5,is Bank’s Senior Approval Task Force for the 

credits considered by the Group’s Credit Risk Assessment Division. The Approval Task Force of 

Company Credit - Level 5, in the context of the current approval process evaluates business credits 

(including the SBL of Retail Banking), according to the limits and permissions set by the BoD of the 

Bank in the framework of the relevant Bank Regulations and Policies. The approval limits of the task 

force are reflected in the current Credit Regulation. 

-   CREDIT OF PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL ENTERPRISES (SENIOR APPROVAL 

TASK FORCE/LEVEL I & SENIOR APPROVAL TASK FORCE LEVEL II) 

-   TASK FORCES FOR APPROVING BUSINESS DEFAULT I and II 

The Task Forces for Approving Business Default I and II are Attica Bank’s Top Task Forces for 

Business debts that are overdue for more than 90 days, as well as blocked Business debts, which are 

under the responsibility of the Default Management Division. In the context of the current approval 

procedure, they shall assess the arrears of overdue and entangled business, in accordance with the limits 

set by the Board of Directors or the Executive Committee, within the scope of their competencies and 

authorizations provided thereof. The approval framework of the task forces shall be detailed in the 

Default Regulation in force each time.  

-     TASK FORCES FOR APPROVING PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL’S DEFAULT I and II 

The Task Force for Approving Private Individuals’ Default I and I is Attica Bank’s Top Task 

Force for debts of Private Individuals which are overdue for more than 90 days, as well as 
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blocked debts of Private Individuals, which are under the responsibility of the Default 

Management Division. In the context of the current approval procedure, they shall assess 

the debts of Individuals, in accordance with the limits set by the Board of Directors or by 

the Executive Committee, within the framework of the responsibilities and authorizations 

which may have been provided by them. The approval framework of the task forces shall 

be detailed in the Default Regulation in force each time. 

- EXPENDITURE COMMITTEE 

The purpose of the Committee shall be to examine and approve the feasibility and execution 

of expenditure which is within its approval limits. The Commission operates within the 

framework of the Policy Procurement and Approvals and is inserted as an approving step 

before the final step of the Executive Committee. Its approval is required in all cases where 

the expenditure exceeds the maximum amount per expenditure of previous approval scales 

or if their annual approval limit has been exhausted. 

The responsibilities, and the operating framework of the above Committees, are described 

in detail in the current regulations governing their operation, and their composition is 

decided by the Chief Executive Officer.  

 

Organization Chart 

The organization chart reflects the organizational structure of Attica Bank and specifies 

bodies and organizational units, as well as the relationship among them. The elaboration of 

the organization chart is set out in ANNEX 1 of this Code. 

 

The responsibilities of Attica Bank’s organizational units and their reporting on an 

administrative level are described in detail in the Organization Chart and are an integral 

thereof.  

 

 4.  INTERNAL AUDIT SYSTEM (IAS)  

A major concern of Attica Bank is the development and continuous upgrading of its Internal Audit 

System, which is a set of sufficiently documented and detailed audit mechanisms and procedures, 

incorporates the best principles of corporate governance and continuously covers every activity and 

transaction of the Bank, contributing to its efficient and safe operation. 

The establishment of the Internal Audit System aims in particular at: 

- implementing consistently the business strategy of Attica Bank and the Group with the 

effective use of the available resources; 
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- identifying and handling the underlying or potential risks; 

- ensuring the completeness and reliability of data that are necessary for the preparation of 

reliable financial statements in accordance with the International Accounting Standards and in 

general for the accurate and timely determination of the financial position of Attica Bank; 

- bringing Attica Bank in line with the applicable laws and regulations, as well as with the 

provisions of its applicable policies and procedures; 

The Board of Directors is assisted in its supervisory work by the Audit Committee. The Audit 

Committee assesses the adequacy and effectiveness of the Internal Audit System on an annual basis 

and proposes a strategy for its improvement, taking into account the findings, suggestions and 

comments of the Internal Audit Division, and based on its own findings from its audit work, and 

submits an annual report on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Internal Audit System.  

The Internal Audit System of Attica Bank is supported, in accordance with the current institutional 

framework, by a Management Information System (MIS) and a communication system, the operation 

of which shall ensure that data are collected and processed consistently based on recorded data 

collection and processing procedures and the timely availability, accuracy, reliability and completeness 

of information, and hence the provision of effective, timely and valid information to each Bank’s 

governing body. Attica Bank shall place particular emphasis on the design and ongoing development 

of the Administrative Information System, the effectiveness of which is deemed necessary for making 

decisions on the management of the risks assumed. 

 

 5.   INTERNAL AUDIT DIVISION  

The Group’s Internal Audit Division (IAD) has unlimited and unannounced access to hard-copy and 

electronic data and information, functions, information systems, assets and staff at all levels of Attica 

Bank, including those relating to subsidiaries.  

The IAD reports administratively to the Audit Committee on its operations, and to the CEO on 

management issues. It operates independently, without the interference/involvement of anybody else, 

in the selection, handling and communication of its audit work. Among other things, the Audit 

Committee and the Board of Directors approve all decisions concerning the recruitment or replacement 

of the Internal Audit Director, evaluate (in terms of efficiency and quality) the quality and effectiveness 

of the IAD’s work and are informed by the Group’s Internal Audit Director about the progress and the 

results of the audit work. 

The IAD conducts audits for the adequacy and effectiveness of the Internal Audit System in accordance 

with the provisions of the regulatory framework, and thoroughly investigates cases for which there are 

indications that the interests of the Group are harmed. Monitors the implementation and effectiveness 

of corrective actions recorded in the reports of all types of audits.  
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It also takes part in a consultative capacity in the design of new products, systems and procedures to 

ensure that the appropriate audit mechanisms are integrated. Finally, the IAD shall monitor, investigate 

and process with particular confidentiality any anonymous reports recorded through the whistle-

blowing channel, and must have notified all its staff of the operation of this channel. 

 

In performing its role, the IAD shall inform the Board of Directors in writing, through the Audit 

Committee and the Management at least every three months, on the main findings of the audits carried 

out and its recommendations. It shall also submit an annual evaluation report on the adequacy and 

effectiveness of the IAS to Attica Bank and its subsidiaries, the effectiveness and adherence to the risk 

management processes and related credit processes, including the policy on impairment (with 

indication of any uncovered risks), the adequacy of procedures in relation to the internal assessment of 

the capital adequacy of the Bank and the assessment of the completeness of the process or methodology 

for calculating the impairment of loans and other assets and any changes during the financial year. 

Upon completing the above, it shall submit the annual report to the Bank of Greece. Moreover, the IAS 

shall submit to the Management and, through the Audit Committee, to the Board the annual report on 

the operation of Information Technology Systems under Bank of Greece Governor’s Act No 

2651/20.01.2012, which shall also be submitted to the Bank of Greece. 

 

 6.REGULATORY COMPLIANCE & CORPORATE GOVERNANCE DEPARTMENT 

The Regulatory Compliance and Corporate Governance Division identifies, evaluates and manages the 

risks to which Attica Bank and the Group may be exposed due to their inability to comply with the 

regulatory framework (regulatory risk). Therefore, it collects, records, processes and interprets the 

regulatory framework on an ongoing basis, while monitoring future changes and recording 

discrepancies in relation to the requirements and obligations arising for Attica Bank, in order to assess 

their implications in a timely manner. to take appropriate measures for their implementation and to 

safeguard the interests and reputation of Attica Bank.  

The Division shall be administratively independent of all the other administrative bodies of Attica 

Bank and shall report to the Chief Executive Officer, and its composition and structure as well as the 

nomination of its Director/Head shall be decided by the Board of Directors. 

It monitors the approval of new systems, products, contracts, regulations, circulars and procedures to 

ensure their compatibility with applicable rules and the Codes of Conduct. It collects from and provides 

information and data to Supervisory, Regulatory, Judicial, Tax or other Authorities. 

 

7. GROUP RISK MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT 
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The Group Risk Management (GRM) operates in accordance with international practices, the 

provisions of Act No 2577/06 of the Chief of the Bank of Greece and the amendments thereto, as part 

of the monitoring and assessment of all the risks to the Bank’s Assets and Liabilities and off-balance 

sheet items.  

The GRM’s object is to identify, analyze and develop effective systems for measuring, managing and 

controlling all types of risks inherent in any work undertaken by Attica Bank and, on a consolidated 

basis, by the Group.  

The GRM Head is the Chief Risk Officer (CRO), who reports to the Risk Management Committee and 

the Chief Executive Officer. CRO’s participation in supreme committees and boards has been 

institutionalized. 

The CRO is appointed by the Board of Directors upon recommendation by the Risk Management 

Committee and his nomination, as well as his eventual replacement, shall be communicated to the Bank 

of Greece. 

 

8. INFORMATION OF INVESTMENT SOCIAL RHYTHMIZED INFORMATION 

The Bank’s corporate governance system includes adequate and effective mechanisms of 

communication with the shareholders, in order to facilitate the exercise of their right and the 

active dialogue with them (shareholder engagement). 

Proper information and informing shareholders about corporate affairs is a prerequisite for 

the proper exercise of their rights. The relevant procedures are referred to in detail in the 

provisions of Attica Bank’s Articles of Association 

(https://www.atticabank.gr/el/group/attica-bank/history-profile), as amended and in force 

and Law 4548/2018. 

Attica Bank provides its shareholders and investors with all the facilities and information for 

exercising their rights in cases such as - indicatively - the increase of share capital and the 

issuance of new shares and the distribution and payment of dividends, ensuring their equal 

treatment. Attica Bank posts on its website and, more specifically, in the sections “Our 

News/Latest News” any kind of information material addressed to the shareholders of Attica 

Bank and investors, in general, for the purpose of completeness of the information provided. 

In order to comply with the current legal framework regarding the information of the 

investment public and the service of the shareholders, Attica Bank has established a 

Regulation on Investment Joint Investment and Shareholder Services. 

 

Attica Bank for the timely information of its shareholders and the investing public, publishes 

through Athens Stock Exchange and through its website (section Investors / Useful 

https://www.atticabank.gr/el/group/attica-bank/history-profile
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Information / General Assemblies) within the prescribed deadlines, as defined by applicable 

legislation and Law 4548/2018 all information related to the invitation to convene the General 

Meeting and its decisions. In addition to the above section of Attica Bank’s website, 

information is posted on the total number of shares and voting rights available on the date of 

the invitation, the documents to be submitted to the General Meeting, draft decisions on each 

item on the agenda, forms to be used to exercise the right to vote through a representative as 

well as the results of the General Meeting vote on any item on the agenda. 

Attica Bank submits to the Shareholders an Annual Financial Report, which is approved by 

the Board of Directors. This Annual Financial Report also includes the Corporate Governance 

Declaration, which describes Attica Bank’s corporate governance practices and the activities 

of the Board of Directors during the previous financial year, as well as the Non-Financial 

Information Declaration. 

Attica Bank is transparently updating the structure and practices of its corporate governance 

on its website.  

9. UPDATING TRADING PARTIES  

Attica Bank, in the context of the transparency that distinguishes its operation but also the 

obligation to comply with the legal framework, has established a relevant Policy, according to 

the General Principles of which: 

- It duly informs trading parties about the nature and the characteristics of the offered 

products and services and the general terms and conditions that govern the banking 

transactions, in compliance with the provisions of Act 2501/2002 of the Chief of the 

Bank of Greece, as in force. 

- It provides periodic written information to customers during the validity and 

implementation of the contracts relating to the application of the agreed terms of the 

contracts. 

- It has a special service unit for examining customer complaints or grievances. 

- It responds within the specified time to customer requests to provide information and 

clarifications on the implementation of contractual terms. 

- It ensures the proper training of employees in charge of providing specialized 

information to the public performing transactions. 

- It shapes the content of its advertisements in accordance with the applicable 

transparency rules of the above Act. 

- It sets interest rates in line with the principle of open market and free competition, 
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taking into account the risks taken on a case-by-case basis, and taking into account 

possible changes in financial conditions as well as data and information that 

counterparties must provide precisely for this purpose. as provided by the applicable 

regulatory framework. 

- It communicates in writing to Attica Bank Greece (Monetary Policy and 

Banking Division) the manner of implementation of the provisions of the above Act 

as well as the measures taken for the effective implementation thereof, depending on 

the means of information (e.g. Internet, advertising, Branch), on an annual basis 

(within January) and in any case as long as there are significant changes in the 

procedures and manner or informing customers or in the content of such information. 

 

10. ASSESSING AND DEALING WITH COMPLAINTS  

The examination and settlement of complaints or grievances of customers of Attica Bank is a 

responsibility of the Special Complaints Service of the Regulatory Compliance Division, which 

was established and operates in the framework of Act 2501/2002 of the Chief of the Bank of 

Greece, Law 4514/2018 and Act 157/1/2019 of the Executive Committee, as in force, for the 

purpose of examining and settling the complaints and grievances of customers and trading 

parties towards Attica Bank. The complaint review and treatment process is recorded in detail 

in the Complaints Management Policy. The Special Complaints Service takes care of the fair 

and objective investigation of the disputes between trading parties and Attica Bank and seeks 

their settlement. To achieve this goal, it cooperates with the units involved. 

 

11. OBSERVANCE OF BANKING SECRECY   

Attica Bank has established procedures related to the observance of special banking secrecy 

and professional secrecy in relation to any kind of confidential information contained in or 

in connection with the performance of their duties. 

 

Regarding the confidentiality of the privileged information until its publication by Attica 

Bank in accordance with the provisions in force, a procedure has been established for 

informing the members of the Board of Directors, of any third parties, to whom the exercise 

of responsibilities of the Board of Directors has been assigned, of executives and other 

persons who have access to privileged information, for their obligation to maintain the 

confidential nature of the above information and to refrain from actions which abuse of this 

information under current legislation. 
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For this purpose, the Code of Conduct and Ethics of Attica Bank and its Group has been 

established. The Code is received and studied by every natural person who has in the group 

the status of member of the Board of Directors or Executive of any rank or regular employee 

or extraordinary Advisor, and after said person understands it fully, he accepts its contents 

by signing a relevant commitment statement. The Code of Conduct and Ethics includes the 

Basic Principles and Rules governing the Internal Regulations and Policies of Attica Bank, 

taking into account the applicable legal framework governing its operation and on the basis 

of which the Management and the entire Personnel exercise their duties. 

The General Principles contained in the Code are based on the Principles of Corporate 

Governance and establish the values of integrity, impartiality, entrepreneurship, 

professionalism, transparency, social and environmental responsibility, respect for human 

rights, human rights, and justice. teamwork and compliance responsibility. 

 

12. DIFFERENCE OF CONTINUOUS AND SAFETY OF OPERATION OF 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

 

Attica Bank has developed a comprehensive corporate information security management 

system, also known as the “Group Information Security Framework”, which is authorized 

to manage the level of operational risk arising from the Group’s dependence on information 

systems. . 

 

According to the regulatory framework (Act 2577/2006 of the Chief of the Bank of Greece), 

as in force, the Group is responsible both for the Security Policy and for ensuring an 

appropriate organizational structure. In the context of this structure, the position of Group 

Information Security Officer is provided for, the impartiality and independence of which is 

ensured through its direct reference to high levels of the hierarchy. There is also an 

Information Systems Security Unit. This Service Unit, in collaboration with the Group 

Information Security Officer, forms a comprehensive picture of the level of security of the 

systems and the risks arising from their development, integration and operation. In 

addition, Attica Bank has set up an IT Committee with the responsibilities described in 

detail in its operating regulations.  

13. HUMAN RESOURCES  
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Procedures for hiring Executive Officers 

Recruitment procedures are carried out in accordance with the Rules of Procedure of the 

Personnel in combination with the applicable laws in accordance with the policy. 

Remuneration Policy 

Attica Bank’s Remuneration Policy establishes the framework for remuneration and sets out the 

principles under which it operates for the purpose of: 

• Promoting Attica Bank’s business strategy, goals and long-term interests and mobilizing human 

resources in this direction. 

• Promoting good and effective management and covering committed or future risks while 

encouraging Attica Bank to take excessive risks.  

• Contributing to the prevention or minimization of situations of conflict of interest or influence, 

which are to the detriment of risk management. 

 14. AMENDMENTS  

The Code and its amendments are approved by the Board of Directors of Attica Bank. 

The Board of Directors instructs the Chief Executive Officer to determine in his actions or 

decisions the procedures for further specialization or application of the principles and rules 

of this Code. 

The Directorate of Regulatory Compliance and Corporate Governance is responsible for 

upholding and constantly updating the Code. 


